Western Nassau County Aquifer Committee

July 24, 2019
Ms. Carrie Meek Gallagher
NYS DEC Region 1 Director
SUNY @ Stony Brook
50 Circle Road
Stony Brook, NY 11790-3409
Dear Regional Director Gallagher:
The Western Nassau County Aquifer Committee convened on July 22 to develop a list of policy
recommendations. A work session ensued (images attached) between water suppliers, elected
officials, scientists and environmentalists. The committee recognizes the need for a strong leadership
response for regional management based on the results of the sustainability study along with other
pressing issues.
The first part of this communication lists the information we expect to get out of the study; the second
part details our overarching policy recommendations for discussion in the steering committee and
future action.
PART I: Information we expect to get out of the study
· For each County and Island-wide: Water budget for each County; each aquifer formation; and
individual, aquifer sub-watersheds;
· Specific details of recharge (quantities and locations) and groundwater withdrawals (by user groups,
locations, and depth of withdrawal/aquifer);
· Comparison of recharge vs. groundwater outflow (water loss) for each aquifer formation;
· Recharge details for Lloyd aquifer such as current recharge locations, time of travel for recharge,
and specific conditions that improve or reduce recharge to the Lloyd;
· Location of the saltwater interface for all aquifer formations, by County with maps;
· Review of water table elevations, over past 20 years correlated with recharge (precipitation) and
outflow (pumpage and natural outflow);
· From various model runs, we should see predictions of how the groundwater system responds to a
range of scenarios that include:
o maximum seasonal and annual withdrawals under normal precipitation
o maximum seasonal and annual withdrawals under severe drought and other stresses
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o responses to policies such as 15%, 20% up to 30% reduction in water use
o build out scenarios that generate various levels of new water demand
o changes in demand by various water user groups
· Modeling for water withdrawals (well sites) placed in a variety of locations to examine potential value
of moving pumpage centers away from the saltwater/freshwater interface;
· Modeling that looks at various artificial recharge scenarios;
· Modeling that examines the impacts of superfund site remediation strategies regarding groundwater
extraction, treatment and disposal vs. recharge;
· Better quantification of all groundwater user groups and their contribution to overall water demand;
· Strategies for improving recharge such as recharge basin maintenance; and
· Specific assessment of groundwater sourced geothermal systems impacts.
PART II: OVERARCHING POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Policy to protect Long Island from climate change, sea level rise and flooding. Policy to
include clear and consistent criteria for capturing, cleaning and recharging storm water.
2. Island Wide Conservation Policy. This must be a 360 degree policy that includes science
based sustainable withdrawal levels by aquifer, education requirements, seasonal withdrawal
requirements, mechanisms for enforcement and requirements for new development. Best
practices from around the world should be analyzed.
3. Emergency Management/Sharing Resources policy. This policy must lay the groundwork
and planning for creating the infrastructure necessary for water to be shared across the Island
in the event of a drought or long term contamination. The existing interconnect policy is
limited, and puts the Island at risk.
4. Policy to track gross pumpage across all uses. This policy should address all water user
groups (agriculture, golf courses, industry, hospitals) etc. Without the full picture delineated it
will be impossible to map out an effective plan. This policy should lead to criteria for fair
allocation of water among all user groups.
5. Policy for recharge. We need a strong policy to ensure water is being re-supplied to the
aquifer.
6. Sustainable development and water allocation policy. This policy must be guided by
computer generated modeling, to know for sure what is sustainable. It must include specific
requirements for building departments that include storm water management, landscaping, recharge, re-use, conservation, etc. Sustainable yield should be defined. Water budget details
by aquifer and county are needed.
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7. Enforcement policy. This policy to articulate who has the power to enforce all these policies
and how they will do it. Along with policy must come specific tools that ensure enforcement.
8. Policy on water demand management pricing for conservation. Similar to congestion
pricing, this policy should introduce universal best practices to ensure we are incentivizing
conservation.
9. Water Re-Use Policy: This policy should outline the required systems and protocol to re-use
water.
10. Policy on groundwater quality: This policy should address all contaminated site remediation
activities, along with how groundwater quality affects groundwater quantity management
strategies. Mapping of groundwater quality is needed.
11. Policy on improving sewage effluent quality as a tool to protect groundwater from
pollutants.
12. Policy on recharge and withdrawal of the Lloyd Aquifer.
With heightened interest to get this policy planning underway, the Western Nassau County Aquifer
Committee recommends the DEC begin this analysis now and schedule monthly updates with the
Steering Committee to ensure a well thought out resource management plan is in effect by January 1,
2022. Our goal is to move beyond discussion to concrete actions that will protect, manage and
conserve the groundwater resources of long island.
Sincerely;
Western Nassau County Aquifer Committee Sustainability Study Steering Committee Members:
Mindy Germain, Executive Director Residents Forward, Commissioner PWWD
Sarah Meyland, Center for Water Resources Management at NYIT
Michelle Schimel, Steering Committee Member
Brian Schneider, Nassau County Deputy County Executive for Parks & Public Works

Cc: Members of the Western Nassau County Aquifer Committee

Enclosed: Images of WNCAC work session on policy recommendations
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